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Chosen as the "Album of the Year" by the 2004 DIY Music Festival. Underground pop and melodic rock

full of hooks and melodies you'll be humming tomorrow. 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP:

Power Pop Details: Beth Thornley is earning a reputation as a profound songwriter in the underground

pop world. Recognized for inventive melodies and intelligent lyrics, her songs keep the listener intrigued

from beginning to end. Releasing her self-titled disc independently in early 2003, Beth's music has

Hollywood taking note. Her songs can be heard on episodes of The Chris Isaak Show, The New Ride

with Josh and Emily, the CBS film It Must Be Love, on the new DVD releases of Dawson's Creek: Season

2 and Roswell and in the upcoming CBS movie Book of Ruth. Beth was named a top 10 finalist in the

rock category in the 2003 USA Songwriting Competition. Her album has been chosen as the Album of the

Year by the DIY Music Festival 2004. Compared to Sheryl Crow, Aimee Mann and Beth Orton by writers

such as Bruce Brodeen of Not Lame Recordings, Beth's sound has been called, "pop with modern rock

wrapped in a package of addicting hooks. Her music is filled with a delightful and most serious

commitment to making things interesting at every turn." The Alabama raised musician broke away from

traditional music training determined to develop her own sound. Raiding the record collection of her best

friend's brother as a young teen, Beth listened to everything from The Beatles and Bowie to The Police

and Pretenders. What began to take shape was a passion for lyrical storytelling accentuated with pop

hooks and unexpected twists. Beth is creating more material and playing in various clubs through out

southern California. Keep informed of all Beth's activities at beththornley.com.
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